OK, since you’re supposed to be here getting an education, here’s something you should learn: there’s only one Italian light wine. Cusano. Now it’s here in America. A lively, light-hearted, tingling white wine with only 7.5% alcohol. And it’s absolutely delicious. See the Light at your next party.

Cusano Light—from the Alto region. The only light wine of Italy.

Monarch Wine Importers, New York, NY 11232

Food Fight Shocks PC Community

See story page 3
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21

Student ID Pictures — 9 a.m. - 4 p.m., Slavin 113
Financial Aid Exit Interviews — 11 a.m. - 2:30 p.m., Slavin 217
Class 92 — Sale of Commencement Bids — Noon 4 p.m., Slavin 203
French Club Luncheon — 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m., Slavin 102
ACM Student Chapter Meeting — 2:30 p.m., Slavin 102
Post Cana Club Meeting — 7 p.m., Slavin 94 Hall
English Dept. Poetry & Fiction Series — PC Student Poetry Contest — 8 p.m., Aquinas Lounge
Player Meeting — Fr. Bandi — 9:30 p.m., Guzman Chapel

THURSDAY, APRIL 22

Art Dept. Sale of Ceramic Articles — 9 a.m. - 4 p.m., Slavin lower level
Student ID Pictures — 9 a.m. - 4 p.m., Slavin 113
Class 94 Ring Weekend Committee Meeting — 2 p.m., Slavin 102
Financial Aid Exit Interviews — 11 a.m. - 4 p.m., Slavin 217
Dillon Club Lecture — 2 p.m., Slavin 94 Hall B, Rm. 203
Class 94 Ring Weekend Committee Meeting — 3 p.m., Slavin 103
Psychology Dept. — Psychology-Related Professions — 3:30 p.m., Aquinas Lounge
Economics Department Economics Honor Society — Reception — 4 p.m., Slavin 102
PC Students Bible Study — 7 p.m., Slavin 103
Education Department — 7 p.m., Aquinas Lounge
Sailing Club Meeting — Slavin 102

FRIDAY, APRIL 23

Art Dept. Sale of Ceramic Articles — 9 a.m. - 4 p.m., Slavin lower level
Student Congress Elections — 9:30 a.m. - 9 p.m., Slavin lower level
Religious Studies Lecture — 10:30 a.m., Aquinas Lounge
Theatre — "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" — 8 p.m., Harkins Aud.
BGS Spring Week Concert — 9 p.m., Alumni Hall Gym

SATURDAY, APRIL 24

Theatre — "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" — 8 p.m., Harkins Aud.
BGS Carnival Concert — Noon - 6 p.m., lower campus

SUNDAY, APRIL 25

BGS Town Trip — Thompson’s Island, Boston — (12)
Theatre — "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" — 8 p.m., Harkins Aud.

MASSES

Daily: 9:30, 10:30, 11:35 a.m., 4:30 p.m., Aquinas Chapel
Saturday: 11:35 a.m., 6:30 p.m., Aquinas Chapel
Sunday: 11:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m., 7 p.m., 10:30 p.m., Aquinas Chapel — 6 p.m., Guzman Chapel

Confessions

Wednesday: 7-7:30 p.m., 10:30-11 p.m., Aquinas Chapel

ANNOUNCEMENT:

Wednesday, April 21, 1982 P.C.’s Literary Journal “The Alembic” will present awards at 8:00 p.m. in Aquinas Lounge. Readings from the magazine will also be given. All are invited to attend.

WHAT’S WHERE

News .............................................. 3, 4, 5
Editorials .................................... 6, 2
Features ....................................... 9, 10, 11, 12
Sports ............................................ 15, 16

CORPORATION ELECTIONS will be held on APRIL 30TH in Lower Slavin
9:30 to 5:00
NOMINATIONS ARE NOW CLOSED.

THE CALENDAR

LEUKEMIA TREATMENT FOUND

Acute myelogenous leukemia (AML), one of the most dangerous forms of leukemia is reported by researchers to be yielding to treatment. Once being an incurable disease, AML patients now treated with a new chemical therapy hope for near complete remission and survival beyond three years.

FIRST WOMAN IN SPACE

NASA announced Monday that the first American woman, Sally Ride, and astrophysicist will be a crew member on the Shuttle Challenger next year. Ride, 30, will fly with three male astronauts, all military officers, on a six-day journey to lift Shuttle Challenger next year. Ride, 30, will fly with three male astronauts, all military officers, on a six-day journey to lift

MICKEY’S BACK

After a thirty year absence from a major motion picture, Mickey Mouse is back! The new creation from Walt Disney will be due out at the year’s end. Starring with Mickey are Minnie, Scrooge McDuck, Goofy, Donald Duck, Jimminy Cricket and Daisy Duck.

ROSE RUIZ—CAUGHT AGAIN

Do you remember Rosie Ruiz, the infamous winner of the Boston Marathon 1981? Well, Rosie attempted to participate in this year’s marathon yet certain circumstances prevented her from running. According to Detective Captain James Power, Rosie had not shown up at her place of employment, Richard Stephens, Inc., a real estate firm in Manhattan since mid-

In The News...

PROVIDENCE, Rl— Many taxpayers discover that after they submit their returns on Form 1040X, advises IRS District Director

INTERNAL REVENUE NOTICE

USE 1040X FORM TO CORRECT TAX RETURN

PROVIDENCE, Rl—Many taxpayers discover that after they have prepared and filed their returns, some item was left out, such as a deduction or an income figure. These taxpayers can change their original tax return by filing corrected returns on Form 1040X, advises IRS District Director Malcolm A. Lieberman.

The original return can be amended any time during the three years following the due date of the original, or two years from the time the tax was paid according to Lieberman.

Taxpayers can obtain copies of Form 1040X by calling the IRS toll free number 1 800 225-0717.
Quad Party Aftermath: Uproar in Raymond Cafeteria

Good weather set the perfect stage for the Quad Party on Sun­day, April 18. This annual event is a sort of unofficial start of the "Spring Fling" festivities and was very well attended this year. Refreshments and music provided by WDOM resulted in an enjoyable time for PC students at this Student Congress sponsored event. Unfortunately, events occurring after the stage for the Quad Party on Sun­day turned out to be a disaster. It was really rowdy. It is a sort of unofficial start of the spring season, and the number of people involved increased, small groups of students began throwing food. The size of these small food fights increased, and the number of people involv­ed grew. At approximately 5:40 p.m. things reached a climax. The entire cafeteria erupted in a huge brawl. Food was rifled from every corner of the room. Chairs were thrown and tables were overturn­ed. Most dangerous of all was the hurling of sharp utensils and the breaking of glasses. While some students seemed amused by the outbreak, many fled the cafeteria upset. When the fight finally subsided, Raymond Cafeteria, to the words of one student, "looked like a war zone." Mr. Murphy commented that, "In all my years, I've never seen anything like it. The thing that bothered me most was the danger of people getting hurt." He reported that damages are estimated at close to $400 and that the clean-up process was lengthy. Cafeteria workers and student volunteers worked until 8:00 p.m. and the cleaning crew arrived at 6:00 a.m. on Monday morning to finish the job.

When asked to comment, Col­onel Andrew DelCorso, Associate Director of Residence, viewed the outburst as "drinking-related." He explained that the students were treated and released for glass cuts. Another problem that concerned him was the possible damage done to the cafeteria ceiling which is ex­tremely costly. Colonel DelCorso explained that four students were implicated as participants and/or instigators, and that he is hoping that the identities of other key students will surface. The entire situation distressed the Colonel and in the words of Mr. Murphy, "is terrible for the reputation of PC."

NOTE OF THANKS

Joseph Murphy, Food Service Director, expressed his thanks to the regular cafeteria workers, the cleaning crew, and students who worked diligently to clean the cafeteria. Special thanks go out to Brian Burchill, John Cleary, Fred Onorato, Mathilde Levesque, Jim McGuire, Judy Shultz, Marilyn Noble, and Kathy Zweir for their efforts.

Rev. Alan Frederick Milmore, O.P.

Rev. Alan Frederick Milmore, O.P., chairman of the religious studies department at Providence College, died on Monday, April 19 at the Sidney Farber Cancer In­stitute in Boston, Massachusetts, after a two-year illness. He was 38 years old. A native of Watertown, Massachusetts, he was the son of St. Stephen College in Dover, MA, and studied for the Dominican priesthood at the College of the Im­maculate Conception in Washington, DC, where he received his S.T.B., S.T.L. and S.T.I.R. degrees in theology. He also received the S.T.D. in theology from the Pontifical University of St. Thomas in Rome.

Ordained to the Dominican Order in Washington, DC, in 1979, he was assigned to Providence Col­lege for the following year. Since 1979, he has served as an assistant pro­fessor in the religious studies department, and in July 1980, he was elected chairman of that department. He also served as assistant to the President of Pro­vidence College from 1971-1974 and again from 1976-1977. Besides his parents, he is surviv­ing by two sisters, Mrs. Christine Guinee and Mrs. Anne Ouellette, both of Acton, MA, and two nieces and two nephews.

Visiting hours were held on Tuesday at the Joseph MacDonald funeral parlor in Watertown, MA. Today, the body was received at Guiney’s Chapel, Providence College, where it will lie in state un­til 9 p.m. The Office of the Dead will be conducted by the Dominican Community on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.

Mass of Christian burial will be held on Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at St. Pius Church in Providence, followed by burial in the Dominican Community Cemetery on the PC campus.
Changes Set Tone for Elections:

Officers and Reps Chosen

Many changes may be in store for the PC student Congress as it enters the '83-'84 Congressional term. Out of the 27 class officers and representatives chosen from a slate of over 80 candidates, only 11 are returning from a previous term on Congress. In addition, only two officers — Pat Conley, Vice-President, and Jay Sullivan, Representative, both of the class of 1984 — are returning to Congress.

In another Presidential contest, Mike "Fitz" Connolly won the position in the class of 1984 over two year President Sean Sullivan, and candidate Alan O'Hanley. Pat Conley rallied against Brian Murphy to begin his third consecutive term as '84 Vice-President. Dave Martel defeated contenders Lisa Batcheller and Connie Kennedy.

Representatives chosen for the class of '83 are: Glenn Burks, Cathy Collier, Christopher Feinhamel, Sharon Grady, and Kileen Kelleher. In another Presidential contest, Mike "Fitz" Connolly won the position in the class of 1984 over two year President Sean Sullivan, and candidate Alan O'Hanley. Pat Conley rallied against Brian Murphy to begin his third consecutive term as '84 Vice-President. Dave Martel defeated contenders Lisa Batcheller and Connie Kennedy.

Rusty Dubuc and Connie Kennedy. Representatives for the class of '84 include: incumbents Greg Cebio, Jay Sullivan, and Mary Ellen Westlyk, and newly elected reps Karen Antonellis and Bill Burke.

In the class of '85, Ken Kallaway was reelected President for his second term, defeating contenders John Cusano and Kevin Mais. Dan McMorrow also returns for his second term as class Vice-President. New BOG Chairpeople Appointed

Class of 1984 officers: (from right to left) Dan McMorrow, vice president; Chris Magner, secretary; Joe Corradino, treasurer; and Ken Kallaway, president. (Photo by Claire)

New BOG Chairpeople Appointed

By Cathy Graziano

The members of the '82-'83 Board of Governors are: Rockeagle—Nancy Caravella and Diane Coyette; Concerns—Jeff Donovon, Films—Kevin Sullivan and Doug Viviani; Fine Arts—Kara Launaglio; Lectures—Monica Glennon and Phil Leonardis; Last Resort—Kevin Crowley and Mike Holland; Rainy Beth — also took the position. Dan Sullivan was also reelected as class Treasurer.

Social—Blaine Carroll and Pete Gebo; Vice-President, was Catherine A. Jahn. Cathy is chairperson of the Congress Person of the Year" award, given to that member of the community who best exemplifies the spirit and ideals of PC. Mr. Single teaches law in the day school and also serves as law school advisor for the many students interested in pursuing a career in law. His availability coupled with his deep love for the school made him a fine choice. Among the other nominees for this award were Fr. Ertle, prior of the Dominican community; Fr. Bondi, professor of philosophy and Western Civilization; Fr. McGrevey, Vice-President of Student Activities; and Mr. McGrath, Director of the Counseling Center.

The recipient of the "Non-Congress Person of the Year" award, given to that member of the student body who exhibits hard work and dedication for the betterment of PC, was Catherine A. Jahn. Cathy is chairperson of the class of '84's Junior Ring Weekend, served as news editor of the Cowl for the past year! There was one recipient and four other nominees for each of the three awards.

Mr. Sand Single was the winner of the "Person of the Year" award given to that member of the community who best exemplifies the spirit and ideals of PC. Mr. Single teaches law in the day school and also serves as law school advisor for the many students interested in pursuing a career in law. His availability coupled with his deep love for the school made him a fine choice. Among the other nominees for this award were Fr. Ertle, prior of the Dominican community; Fr. Bondi, professor of philosophy and Western Civilization; Fr. McGrevey, Vice-President of Student Activities; and Mr. McGrath, Director of the Counseling Center.

The recipient of the "Non-Congress Person of the Year" award, given to that member of the student body who exhibits hard work and dedication for the betterment of PC, was Catherine A. Jahn. Cathy is chairperson of the class of '84's Junior Ring Weekend, served as news editor of the Cowl for the past year.
Shrine of Our Lady of Czestochowa:

Polish Churches Celebrate

The year 1982 commemorates the present time. The time of her marriage to a king of a neighboring country. It was in this way that the miraculous painting was brought to the castle of Bile in the Ukraine where it remained for 500 years.

In 1352 Casimir the Great, the Polish King, added the Ukraine to the Kingdom of Poland. After his death, the people crowned Louis of Hungary as their ruler; he, in turn, left the destiny of Poland to Prince Laudislaus Opolski. Laudislaus captured the Castle of Bile, and, to save the portrait from the danger of attack by the Tartars, decided to move the painting to his birthplace in Poland. Then, on Aug. 26, 1382, the portrait was placed in the wooden churches of Czestochowa. Laudislaus invited the Pauline Fathers from Hungary to have care of the picture.

From the very beginning of the arrival of the Black Madonna in Poland in 1382, the Blessed Mother distributed Her grace so generously that the Shrine of Czestochowa quickly became the national shrine of Poland. The holy icon of the black Madonna is venerated there in the most precious treasure up to the present time.

To commemorate this historical event, the Polish priests in New England are introducing the Pilgrimage of Our Lady of Czestochowa picture which was painted in Częstochowa, touched by the miraculous Madonna of Jasna Gora and was blessed and dedicated by Pope John Paul II for use in our Diocese.

This Jubilee Year should be a special time for renewal through the intercession of the Blessed Mother; therefore, missions are being conducted in many cases by the Pauline Fathers, who have been chosen to conduct the sanctification of Our Lady's Shrine for 600 years.

The 600th Anniversary will be celebrated in Providence at the Cathedral of Saints Peter and Paul on May 3 at 7:30 p.m.
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Food Fight Disrupts Campus... Jeopardizes Social life

It is unfortunate that a few simple-minded, irresponsible fools can permanently ruin one or two of the most enjoyable social traditions here at PC. At the very best, Sunday's escapade in the cafeteria was a display of immature and inconsiderate behavior.

Although a food fight can be fun, even comical, as we all well remember from "Animal House," the throwing of glasses, chairs, and on the floor. It is sad to think that students could bring such conditions on themselves.

Not only has the food fight jeopardized the future of the Quad Party and similar outdoor social events, it has forced administrative to question the issuing of liquor licenses for any further events this semester. Food is served and who attends the Quad Party is an event greatly due to the imbecilic antics of some.

The Quad Party will stay a reality and be a social event greatly enjoyed by all those involved. The Quad Party will stay a reality and be a social event greatly enjoyed by all those involved.

Dear Editor:

It has come to my attention that due to the imbecile antics of certain Providence College students at the Quad Cafe following the Quad Party is an event greatly enjoyed by all those involved.

I hope this letter will urge student social organizers and administrative to consider the circumstances under which the event occurred before passing judgment on the future of such events. All students, specifically mature, responsible, legal students the right to drink at traditionally alcoholic social gatherings? It is a question which must be kept in mind concerning the amount of money which each dorm definitely should, or does, have.

The reason for this uncertainty lies in the fact that a few dorm officers have been dealing strictly in cash concerning their date dance finances, which involve keeping cash in dorm rooms, as well as in the individual officers personal possession.

Granted, dorm rooms do lock, but how effective are these locks? We are a few hundred dollars (or more) in someone's room here at all times. Further, what specific right, even as a dorm officer, does any student have to keep collective dorm money in his or her own possession? For ethical as well as protective reasons, it simply is not fair to

Council Discovers Organization Needed

Despite the apparent success of six different dances this semester, evidence of the serious problems in the organization of the Resident Board and Dorm Council has since arisen from these events. At the beginning of this year, $30 was given to each dorm by the Resident Board, through an allocation which the Board itself annually receives from the Student Congress. Individual account of each dorm's funds were to be kept by the Treasurer of the Resident Board. However, a number of the dorms neglected to conduct their financial affairs through the Resident Board accounts as a result, the Treasurer is now trying to aid individual dorms in paying various bills from dorm dances; with little certainty concerning the amount of money which each dorm definitely should, or does, have.

“The only has the food fight jeopardized the future of the Quad Party and similar outdoor social events, but it has forced administrators to question the issuing of liquor licenses for any further events this semester.

Just the fact that three students were injured by shattering glass and taken to the hospital for treatment, it is evident that the incident was beyond the control of the incident. It is fortunate that no additional students were more seriously injured or permanently harmed.
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Fat cats, not the poor, are the real ‘welfare cheaters’

By JACK ANDERSON AND JOE SPEAR

WASHI NGTON — The cost of welfare for wealthy individ uals and big business is far greater than anything the govern ment spends on welfare for mothers who are struggling to feed and clothe their children. In fact, if you added up all the tax breaks and other subsidies the government gives to business, it would come to about $100 billion a year.

There are many ways welfare is handed out to the fat cats. One of them is through the estate tax. The estate tax is imposed on the value of all property owned by a person at the time of his death. But only 56 percent of those who make money from capital investments pay taxes on what they owe. Those are the government’s own figures.

The tax collectors have a simple suggestion for catching the capital-gains cheaters. All that is needed is for the government to require all transactions to their capital gains. But the tool don’t like this idea, and who would be a backbreaker. It would be backbreaking for these rich people to say, though, that they are giving up already already every transaction to their customers. They say if they don’t pay taxes on capital gains, then wouldn’t it all that much trouble.

The only one example of the way the rich are cut loose is another. Back during the Great Depression, the government allowed corporations to sell tax-exempt bonds. The bond issue was supposed to encourage business and put unemployed workers back to work. But the tax exemption was still on the books, and it has been used to help fund the rich people’s construction as well as construction of golf courses.

And, finally, there’s the issue of the passage of the tax laws that lets the country’s big defense contractors put off their tax bills. The Treasury estimates that if these loopholes were closed it would bring in $19 billion by 1987. But the defense contractors have gotten so used to this subsidy that they won’t work without it. They have warned that if the tax breaks are taken away from them, they’ll simply pay the fees, but that’s right — along to the government in the meantime.

President Reagan’s budget cuts are being made on the understanding poor. The ones they should really be worried about are the underground poor.

GUNBOAT DIPLOMACY.

Ten years ago, we broke the story that the U.S. government had secretly intervened in the internal politics of Mozambique. The White House had tried to use its influence on the President, Salvador Allende, to prevent him from becoming a Marxist.

Now the Reagan administration is trying to get involved in a similar plot in the Dominican Republic. Already, American arms are being rushed to this Central American nation — ostensibly to help ensure that the Spring 1982 election goes smoothly.

But the real reason for the speeded-up arms deliveries recently to the Dominican Republic is more likely to be the sudden decision of the Dominicans from holding a free election. A few words of explanation.

The Dominican army’s chief, Gen. Manuel Lachapelle, is determined that the elections will never become a presidential race with Gianillo Blanco. In Gen. Lachapelle’s eyes, Blanco is a communist.

So the general’s lobbyists in Washington have been pleading with the Pentagon to expedite the weapons that the Dominican army has ordered from the United States. The Dominican government has been urging the United States for its help in winning the election.

The arms shipments include 1,200 M-16 automatic rifles, worth $3 million worth more than enough to make a small war. The Dominican army has a chance of winning the election.

The arms shipments are a backlash to a proposal by Brazil and an attempt to put pressure on the other Latin American countries to sign off on their elections to their custom.

In any case, the United States is supposed to promote free elections, not prevent them.

HEADLINES AND FOOTNOTES. Evangelist Billy Graham will attend a church conference on nuclear disarmament in Moscow next month against the expressed will of the White House. Vice President George Bush and national security advisor William Clark have both warned that if the Soviets will use their visit for propaganda purposes. The Air Force has said that the Soviet Union, previously known as the new S-Cannon planes at B-18. In any case, the United States is supposed to promote free elections, not prevent them.

The spring of 1982 has seen a burst of publications warning about the catastrophe that could reign the world in a nuclear war. Such a prospect has been described by Jonathan Schell in The Fate of the Earth. It has spawned a congressional drive for a freeze of nuclear weapons, and a counterpropaganda for a verifiable freeze “at equal and sharply reduced levels of forces.” Either on the basis can be accomplished only through arms control. The danger can only be reduced by greatly reducing the number of nuclear warheads. That can be accomplished only by agreement between the United States and the Soviet Union.

All these proposals tend to confuse laymen who for years have refused to think about nuclear weapons, whether of the subject’s grimness and complexity or feelings of helplessness. More public participation can enhance the debate, but only if people take the trouble to understand the factual issues involved. Curbing nuclear weapons is not a problem that can be solved by emotion alone, although an emotional response may be needed to shake responsible officials out of old patterns of thought.

The new outpouring of interest comes from a sense that an arms control has been crowded aside by a heading — and futile — competition for nuclear supremacy. Failure of the SAF-T treaty, and its car
disagreement by the Reagan administration, alarmed many in the scientific and political communities. The new stress placed on expanding U.S. nuclear arms, plus the newly demonstrated drive of the Russians for bigger and more accurate missiles, added to the impetus for a grass-roots anti-nuclear movement, here and in Europe.

Awareness of the horrors of nuclear war, however, does not help the West unless a corresponding awareness is felt by those who control the missiles of the Soviet Union. For years, U.S. strategists have based defense of the West on deterrence. Indeed, the concept that governed the actions of both sides was known as Mutual Assured Destruction (MAD). This strategy maintained a stability in the world that has lasted for three decades.

Whatever the strategy, it carries the danger of nuclear war, into which the world might slide with a single misstep.

Self-reliance is a primary value in the new Zimbabwe. People are encouraged to provide as much for themselves as possible, rather than depend on the state or a struggling economy.

A second value of the new Zimbabwe is community. George and Jean told me they learned during the years in their new state that the key to survival is cooperation not competition, and selfish individualism caused conflict. They have observed that the black people were forced to work together to survive. They found such cooperation not only more productive but also personally rewarding. They grew to trust, depend on and care for one another. More than one million refugees shared such communities. The plight of these people, now in the new state, is a lesson to the world about the possible of community and self-reliance is a part of the national spirit essential in reconstituting a nation and a society.

The Pentagon brass appear to have swallowed Gen. Lachapelle’s story of a communist takeover in the Dominican Republic hook and line and sinker. Unfortunately, all the general has come up with is a list of reasons why evidence is some inflammatory rhetoric or false. In any case, all the general has come up with is an opinion that Jorge Blanco is communistic.

Our sources in the State Department say that Gen. Lachapelle is a communist of the worst kind. They say Blanco isn’t a communist at all, but a genuine Social Democrat. One expert described him as the Willy Brandt of the Caribbean.

In any case, the United States is supposed to promote free elections, not prevent them.

The Pentagon brass appear to have swallowed Gen. Lachapelle’s story of a communist takeover in the Dominican Republic hook and line and sinker. Unfortunately, all the general has come up with is a list of reasons why evidence is some inflammatory rhetoric or false. In any case, all the general has come up with is an opinion that Jorge Blanco is communistic.
**SPRING FLING '82**

**FRIDAY, APRIL 23**

CLARENCE CLEMENS and the REDBANK ROCKERS
Alumni Hall at 8:00 PM
Tickets are $4.00 for PC students
$6.00 for Registered Guests

**SATURDAY, APRIL 24**

**SPRING FLING CARNIVAL**
featuring
"NRBO"
"FRANKE AND THE KNOCKOUTS"
"BEAVER BROWN"
Carnival will be held on Lower Campus
11:30-6:00 PM

**SPRING FLING VISORS**
$2.50 in B.O.G. Office

**SUNDAY, APRIL 25**

CRUISE TO THOMPSON'S ISLAND, MA.
9:00 AM-7:00 PM — PRICE $12 — Limit: 500
Food — Band — Transportation — Facilities

**TUESDAY, APRIL 27**

THE RHODE ISLAND FESTIVAL BALLET
8:00 PM in Harkins Auditorium
$2.00 for PC students and faculty
$4.00 for General Admission

All Tickets Available in B.O.G. Office
Soap Opera Superstars

Clint and Becky Rope PC

On Thursday, April 22, 1982, the Providence College campus will be graced by the appearances of Clint Ritchie and Mary Murray, otherwise known as Clint Buchanan and Becky Lee Abbott, two of the stars of daytime TV. This is just one of many personal appearances that have become a popular phenomenon, series, "One Life to Live", seen Mondays to Fridays (2-3 p.m.) on ABC Television Network.

For those unfamiliar with the soap opera, Clint Buchanan is the hard-driving Editor-in-Chief of the Llanview Banner who defies his father's, Texas oil Baron Asa's, wheel-dealer tactics. A self-described "North Dakota plowboy," Clint Ritchie grew up on a farm in Fairlawn, North Dakota. He knew his goal in life was to become an actor when he was seven years old, but never appeared in any productions as a youngster because he was "too shy to do anything in school."

At 16, Clint left home and headed for California where after a series of odd jobs, eventually ended up in Hollywood, taking acting lessons. He arrived in New York in the fall of 1979 to join the cast of "One Life to Live."

Clint made his television debut as a cavalry lieutenant in the pilot of the series, "Wild Wild West." His other television credits include roles in three of the segments of "The Centennial" series, an episode of "Dallas," and the children's program, "Thunder." His appearance as the principal character, McMurry, in a stage production of "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" led to a contract at 20th Century Fox Studios. He has appeared in several movies, including "Patton," "A Force of One," "The St. Valentine's Day Massacre" and "Bandolero!"

Ritchie has brought his fine acting talents and a genuine Western touch to "One Life to Live."

The vocal talents of Mary Murray make her a star which shines in any thing she appears. As country singer, Becky Lee Abbott, she has appeared in the Grand Ole Opry House and is currently engaged to her partner Johnny Drummond.

"Becky Abbott" on ABC-TV's "ONE LIFE TO LIVE."

Kelly's Keane Comments

Thank God for our ability to laugh, 'cuz we've been doing a lot of it lately! This entire week has been one big joke ... and it's only the beginning. How my stomach hurt from laughing over the floor. Happiness reigns! Screaming and Laughing!!! Did you hear about the kids who lined up glasses and smashed them one by one? Hilarious. A guy kicked out of it. Did you hear about the kids who lined up glasses and smashed them one by one? Hilarious. A guy kicked out of it. We have a pool of broken glass all over the floor. Happiness reigns! Screaming and Laughing!! You know what? ... I think I missed the punch line.

Spring Fling '82

By Colleen Vigneaux

Spring Week is upon us and the Board of Governors is urging everyone to take advantage of this last chance for the PC community to get together. They've spent countless hours planning events that everyone will enjoy. Exams are approaching quickly and this is a good opportunity for everyone to go wild before the studying begins.

Tickets will be on sale in the BOG office for all events up to the day of the event with the exception of the blowout. Anyone interested in working on committees sign up in the BOG office. Any help will be greatly appreciated. On Saturday's carnival should be a super time, consider- ing BOG went all out getting our favorite food and music. Providence Cookie Company and Big Al's are just two of the booths that will be set up on lower campus. And music of "NRBO" and "Redarch (It's Not Here)" will be provided. Also "Frankie and the Knockouts" will be appearing.

Spring Week is a way to get everyone to attend because they feel a good time is in store for all. Don't forget to buy your "Spring Fling '82" visor either!

Catholic Corner

Look at the Funny Side

There are always two sides, the good and the bad. The dark and the light, the sad and the glad. But in looking back over our life, we find when we're through the good and the bad, we've been aware of the number of our Father in Heaven who helped us before — and accept what he sends, through you can't understand — who helped you before — for God is beside you. Is ready and willing to help you once more — for the battles you've won. And know that the same God who helped you before is ready and willing to help you once more — then with faith in your heart, reach out for God's hand. And accept what he sends, for our Father in heaven always knows what is best, and if you trust in Him, your life will be blest, for we're aware of the number of good things we've had — and in counting our blessings we find when we're through so thank God for good things. We have a pool of broken glass all over the floor. Happiness reigns! Screaming and Laughing!! You know what? ... I think I missed the punch line.

To Serve with Love — This is the Secret of a Happy Life, of a Holy Life.
Compliments of '83
Springfest the Best

Once again Spring has arrived at Providence College, and along with it came a PC tradition — the annual Springfest semi-formal. The occasion was held in the Rock Point Windjammer Room in Warwick, R.I., featuring the band Tamoose.

On arrival, couples were greeted by their lovely hostess Cathy Jahn and class officers of the class of '83. Groups of friends gathered around the tables and began a night of merrymaking and probably some very fond memories.

Springfest is always a pleasant evening and this year will go down as one of the best in PC's history. Everyone was rocking and rolling to bands 2 minutes who played a variety of music that kept the evening hopping. Another tradition at PC, the annual chair dance, was brought to life again to the pleasure of students attending hit to the regret of the management.

A few of PC's diehards stopped at Louise's Tap for some beers and a couple of photos with the regulars and then carried their travels to the Friendly Tap in Warwick to pay a visit before arriving at Rock Point. They started their night off with a bang that ended up with expulsion of party madness.

The night continued with parties in Newport and the surrounding area, and a party on Eaton Street that kept the spirit going to the wee hours in the morning. People were determined to have a great time and that they did, in more ways than one!

Once again Springfest proved that there is life after Blind Date Balls and the best things are always saved for last. Congratulations, Class of '83, for putting on this great event.

Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19)
The end is near and heavy Spring fever has attacked your system. If you are a senior, you may find yourself unconsciously humming "Pomp and Circumstance." Hold on to your mortarboards. It'll be here before you know it.

Places (Feb. 20-Mar. 20)
This is a good week for you to destress your refrigerator. It's a disgusting job, but just think how many more bottles you'll be able to fit in it. In the meantime, crack open those books. Finals will be that much easier.

Aries (Mar. 21-Apr. 19)
A long-awaited opportunity will settle in your favor. Things are going well, so try to squash that pessimistic streak you have. When you have some free time, why not enjoy the sun and a game of ultimate frisbee.

Taurus (Apr. 21-May 21)
A problem or dilemma you are facing is making it very difficult for you to keep your mind on your work. You have a number of solutions. You'd best settle it soon and get your mind on other things. A new acquaintance may be trying to get your attention.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22)
You are always on the lookout for the new and exotic. Well, your scouting will pay off this week when you uncover a new interest. It might have something to do with music. An Aries may be connected with it.

Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21)
An in-depth conversation you have with an acquaintance this week will turn up some old ideas and memories. It may motivate you to pick up on something you have previously decided to leave behind. A Pisces will be behind the scenes.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20)
Cap is layed back in the sun this week. You are getting tired of the same old routine. Don't worry, you are not alone. Virgo is the time of year when you need to make some bold changes. Why not treat yourself to an ice cream from Big Al's?

Leo (July 24-Aug. 23)
You can be a champion problem-solver at times. This week you will be particularly tempted to succumb to it — don't do it. Don't worry too much about being so short of cash. An interesting summer job is awaiting you.

Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 23)
You are getting tired of the same old routine. Don't worry, you are not alone. Virgo is the time of year when you need to make some bold changes. Why not treat yourself to an ice cream from Big Al's?

Libra (Sept. 24-Oct. 23)
For you Librarians, who enjoy heavy purifying, this is the week for you! Next weekend looks particularly good. In the meantime, crack open those books. Finals will be that much easier.

CALL JEANE DIXON'S HOROSCOPES-BY-PHONE.*
You never know what might happen today. But you can always ask the stars. Jeane Dixon's latest one-minute forecast is just a phone call away — 24 hours a day. It's always fun to call, and if you check the rate chart, you'll find out when you can call for practically nothing. And who knows. That one call might just make your day.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stars</th>
<th>1st Min.</th>
<th>Extra Min.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aries (March 21-Apr. 20)</td>
<td>1-212-976-5690</td>
<td>1-212-976-5757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taurus (April 21-May 20)</td>
<td>1-212-976-5151</td>
<td>1-212-976-5858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemini (May 21-June 20)</td>
<td>1-212-976-5959</td>
<td>1-212-976-5959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer (June 22-July 23)</td>
<td>1-212-976-6060</td>
<td>1-212-976-6060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leo (July 24-Aug. 23)</td>
<td>1-212-976-6161</td>
<td>1-212-976-6262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libra (Sept. 24-Oct. 23)</td>
<td>1-212-976-5555</td>
<td>1-212-976-5555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22)</td>
<td>1-212-976-4444</td>
<td>1-212-976-4444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21)</td>
<td>1-212-976-3333</td>
<td>1-212-976-3333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20)</td>
<td>1-212-976-2222</td>
<td>1-212-976-2222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19)</td>
<td>1-212-976-1111</td>
<td>1-212-976-1111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These rates apply on calls you dial yourself, no operator involved, from the Providence area. Tax not included.

New England Telephone
Quad Party—It Only Happens Once a Year
The Solar Effects After Quad Party

By Jane McAuliffe

It was a bright, glorious day drenched in sunshine. The grills were smoking, the sound of burgers and hot dogs wafting through the air; the beer making its cold, slow descent down the throats of throngs of PC students. Yes, it was the day of the Annual Quad Party. What possesses a group of students, mostly between the ages of 18 and 22, to don shorts, throw frisbees, dance to the tunes of WDOM, and drink themselves into oblivion? Perhaps it’s something in the water.

Yet, what an opportunity to stretch out on the thick green tufts of grass of our beloved Quad and forget one’s cares, if only for a few hours. And with the onslaught of spring, it certainly isn’t hard.

This year’s grand mash, however, was unlike those preceding. What originated as however, was unlike those preceding. What originated as

...
"How much did you pay for your last pair of jeans?"

$28. $35. $45. Well, you didn't have to. Because Marshalls has hundreds of pairs of jeans for less. In fact, 20% to 60% less than department and specialty store regular prices. Oh, but yours are "designers"? No problem. Marshalls has racks of top brand name and designer jeans. Labeled, with logos... straight leg, flairs or boot cut... for as little as 9.99 to 24.99.

And that's only the beginning. Our 20% to 60% everyday savings are storewide! From pro-maker running shoes to designer tees and jackets. In styles from prep to new wave.

So whether you're dressing for frisbee on the quad or dinner in town, you can get in style at Marshalls... for less.
Attention Sophomores!

Ring Premiere Tonight at 7:00 p.m.
in Slavin 103

Ring Sales: Monday, April 26-Thursday,
April 29 — 10:00-3:00 p.m.
Slavin Rm. 102

Please, Don’t Forget Your Deposit!
PC Stick Handles
Bryant Lac-men 9-5

By Jerry Kozinski

It is time to read once more the exploits of the Providence College Men's Lacrosse Team. The team displayed tremendous effort during different phases of each of the games.

In two of the Friars' first five games, they came through with victories over Bryant and Western New England. Throughout both of these games the Laxmen dominated the flow of the game and came away with big victories. In the game against Western New England the team had dropped behind 1-0 before Freshman John Breen evened the score. The team was playing lackadaisically before Coach Dan Calenda called a strategic time-out. Jack Quinn responded by pouring two quick goals by the goalie. Billy Mullins, not to be outdone, won the ensuing face-off and started a fast break which was ended by Tim Farrell when he put the ball in the back of the net. The Friars kept the pressure on throughout the game, and, led by Brian Davies' team record of five goals, they won by a score of 12-4. This victory came after losses to both Brown and U.R.I., following a series of away matches. Let's get out and show some support for our Big East tennis team.

The Friars' next home match will be on 27 April against local rival U.R.I. following a series of away games. The Friars are on the road, and Connecticut College put up little resistance losing 9-0 and 8-1, respectively.

On the heels of a Big East Conference win over Boston College, the Providence College Men's Tennis Team recorded two more victories in dominating fashion. Playing both matches on the road at Fairfield and Yale University, the Connecticut connection put up little resistance losing 9-0 and 8-1, respectively.

Playing with the same team-oriented spirit and enthusiasm characterized in the B.C. contest, the Friar netmen stung Fairfield without dropping an individual match. Leading the way for P.C. were Steve Charfield, Bill Donadio, Mike Tavares, Brian O'Hara, Mike Curran, and Chris Ditmar. Ditmar and Charfield were again victorious in doubles as were Curran and Tavares and the tandem of Donadio and O'Hara. Next it was on to New Haven.

Yale University made a serious effort in playing their junior varsity squad against the Friars, losing badly 8-1. To say the least, the match was not close as the score indicates. Also contributing excellently to the Friar cause against the Elis of Yale were Pete Feeke and Jeff Lavoia. Coach Faulise had kind words for the Yale mix-up stating, "must have been a break-down in communication. After our performance, it becomes obvious that the dominance by the Ivy-League teams will be seriously challenged by the ever-growing strength of the Big East Conference."

Senior Bill Donadio agreed, stating that, "there will certainly be a good representation of the Big East in next month's New England Championships." Senior Mike Tavares added that it will be "a pretty tournament with all the fellows involved playing a nice game." The New England Championships will be held at Yale University on 30 April, 1 May, and 2 May in New Haven.

Another factor contributing to the success of the team Chris Ditmar added is, "the competitiveness of the Big East Conference, due in large measure to the work of Dave Gavitt, whose efforts have helped give the Big East Conference much deserved national recognition."

"One element that should characterize any team is a sense of purpose," commented Ditmar, and a knowledge and awareness of the goals involved. It's also important to realize that, both on and off the athletic field, we are representatives of Providence College, and our actions should be conducted as such. For in the long run, the quest to achieve should be equalled only by a pride one takes in representing Providence College to the best of their ability."

The Friars' next home match will be on 27 April against local rival U.R.I. following a series of away matches. Let's get out and show some support for our Big East tennis team.

Friars Desires Win Tourney

By Carole O'Connell

The Friars' Desires squad was Mary Arndt — a starter throughout the season. Marybeth Fargo was hot throughout the season, and was especially valuable in the championship game. The only bright spot by the end of the game was the goaltending of Eugene Fisher added single goals making the final score P.C. 9, Bryant 5.

Friar's Desires from Cross yesterday and then continue to the championship game. The subs all played fine defense and offense which helped give them a halftime edge of 18 points (25-7).

The coach of the Friar's Desires squad was Mary Arndt — a starter throughout the season and an overall great player. The subs all played their best game of the season. Marybeth Fargo was hot throughout the season. Marybeth Fargo was hot with eight points. MaryAnn Dowling, Mo Doyle, and Kathy Doyle all did their part in the victory.

Sub World
The Ultimate in Sandwiches

FREE DELIVERY TO P.C.
Monday-Thursday, 7 p.m. - 12 mid.
Call 861-3737
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On Leamer Homer
Friar Nine Splits Weekend Twin-bill

By Richard Testa

After a week layoff due to the Blizzard of '82 over vacation, the Providence College baseball squad lost four of six at Hendrickfield Field and dropped their overall record to 2-10. Though the Friars beat Maine and Vermont, but will most assuredly drop a few-notch in the area fields. The Friars this weekend face Massachusetts and Connecticut.

During the second half of last week, the Friars beat Brown 8-6, lost to UConn 6-1, and split with New England Tech, winning the opener 7-2 and dropping the nightcap 3-1.

Last Thursday, Brown jumped out to an early 6-0 lead after 2½ innings of play, but three runs in the bottom of the sixth inning ace Gilbert tablet (behind Maine and Vermont), but will most assuredly drop a few-notch in the area fields. The Friars this weekend face Massachusetts and Connecticut.
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